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Linda’s perspective on the current
direction of  the world, the planet, and

our dumbing-down and increasing
ignorance of our society – a situation
she verbalizes well and follows that

with a cautionary plea to tune into our
guides to get us through this

increasingly mad merry-go-round that
is life.
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empowered Linda to achieved far more than even she imagined, 
knowing she was being guided. 
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The first time Linda dared to tell her true story
was when she wrote and published, GUIDED …
a riveting testament to survival in the face of

insurmountable odds by overcoming fear. This

Linda Deir ("deer") arrived in this world unwanted, unloved, and abused.
Told she had no value, she focused inward following her guidance to
make sense of the bullying, the messages her dreams revealed, and the
wisdom that came through her journal writings. Surviving that
childhood, she got out alive at age 16, and by age 19 became an
unstoppable serial entrepreneur without any formal education. How did
she do it? ... she was Guided, which is the title of her Int'l Award-Winning
true story. Ever since its publication, readers wanting to learn what
Guided teaches came the Guided Journey, a self-directed counseling
service of Spiritual Awakenings and Unexpected Psychology, spiritual
solutions for mental wellness - free to everyone! Eight years in the
making - the Guided Journey offers parents, coaches, counselors,
teachers, professors, friends, and families self-help strategies found
nowhere else. The Guided Journey has over 60,000 social shares!

Interview Questions:

What inspired you to write and share Guided with the world?
... and why now?
How has being guided helped you to achieve your success as
a serial entrepreneur without any formal education?
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Review of Guided
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 ~ Interview Questions ... continued from above ~

How does the Guided Journey provide spiritual solutions for mental wellness?
In your opinion, what is the current direction of the world and the planet? How can we
use our guides to navigate through these challenges?
What advice do you have for individuals who are struggling with their own personal
challenges, seeking guidance, and spiritual solutions to make sense of their lives?
How do you incorporate spiritual solutions into your coaching and training practices?
Can you share any success stories of individuals who have been positively impacted by
the Guided Journey?
What are your future plans for continuing to spread your message of spiritual solutions
for mental wellness?
How do you balance the need for self-care and maintaining your own mental wellness
while also coaching and guiding others?
What legacy do you hope to leave through your work as an author, speaker, coach, and
trainer?

                                                   Professional Life ... Personal Life
Ask your own questions: Guided Journey

https://lindadeir.com/guided-journey

